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…When I was slapped twice for failing to catch mice after being assigned and allocated to do the 

job, I cried. I lacked courage; I allowed mice to chase me. Cowardice delays success.  
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1. Halawalawo 

 

And his story is untold 

Buried after countless decades 

Candidly, from where he lived on hilltop 

Dissociated with his voices and strength 

Evening powers to command nature 

For his magic changed him to be 

Grafted with tyrannical gentleman of our 

culture 

Horrible enough to bewitch everyone 

Innocent people were dying 

Just as he had no competitor 

Kilometers worthy travelling three nights  

Loaded him to fly on daylight 

Making the generation to lose insight 

Not even unforgettable history of this 

century 

On how he vanished and appeared in the air 

Popularity with incarnation 

Questionable among believers of the nation 

Relentlessly jeopardized young minds 

Sobriety in favour of dark sides 

Tintinnabulation of hatred, deceit and traitor 

Up to the ego of unknown powers 

Versus people’s perception that renders 

With new generation of believing and 

thoughts 

X ray of hidden agendas sauced with traps 

Yells as a wakeup call 

Zigzag in clumsily motion he died 

2. Fake boyfriend 

 

He promised love 

but gave me a heavy fist and slap 

 

He didn't stay long 

I cried for our future to prolong 

 

He dumped me in a pit 

caught by 22 situation guest. 

 

 

3. Hello my friends with silver spoon 

  

I speak the unspoken 

Scribble non documented 

Peruse nothing 

and get surprised with something 

 

Did I choose the victimized path? 

On wrath with disabled chance? 

Hence my tears split like showers 

Trailers of failures 

 

Nobody is around for my rhetoric’s 

moving in posh cars to schools 

failing to find value of x, y 

yet I find value of F.O.O.D 
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4. Garbled angst 

 

Digging down deep to archive of scars 

Of hurting irreversible slaps 

Mind wired badly with poison 

Thinking Dad who my genes didn't fit in 

Couldn't lift up his right lower 

extremities on my buttock 

Again letting his hands to play on my 

neck 

 

Stars fallen out of my sky 

With distortion of unspoken voyage 

As a kid who was innocent 

With dreams and thirst for real love and 

care 

Rare did it split to dismantle my hope 

Home sediments of phobia tied to a rope 

 

Bones weakened to hold me down 

Echoes of who I am to him harbored 

Wounds that bleeds till date pains 

Food I swallowed in tears remains 

Voices shouted on top of mine torments 

Discrimination in alternation with 

provocation disturbs 

 

Look at me now, I'm living in the past 

decades 

A mother in path of my mother 

Rather riskier than what I saw as a 

daughter 

Laughter for my kids shouldn't be 

inhibited 

Conflicted! Their Father left and another 

should play role of what I called father? 

No 

All melded with thorns to my joviality 

 

Deep down I need love to feel 

Inside I'm craving for something real 

In tandem with desire to heal 

To live happily, less agonized with 

hopeless 

Outwardly no one should judge me 

wrongly 

What about these scars in garbled angst? 

 

 

 

 

5. Worries 

 

Insecurity of my stand 

at hand about my life 

Future molded from my past 

Haste to my capability lasts 

 

I sleep to dream in colors 

what happened to all the dreams? 

None lived to manifestation of reality 

isn’t this a drama without clarity? 

 

Friends betray 

Brokenness has no sympathy 

Trust grew legs 

thwart dancing to illusions 

 

Dry tears have no magic of change 

Mental sickness solves no situation 

Hiding pain evolves nothing 

Loud cry embraces torture 
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6. From the day 

 

It’s when I stopped caring 

Just friends was better 

Than moment I started hating you 

All along I was deeply connected to you 

 

From the day I said I love you 

I felt like moving on 

not that I hated love or gave up on u 

I detected insecurity in me 

 

From the day I said I love you 

I stopped trusting you 

I failed to understand what love is 

I became paranoid 

 

From the day I said I love you 

I saw us growing big  

Wings which separated us 

Doubts which never made us strong 

 

From the day I said I love you 

I realized jokes are not for everyone 

Playing with people’s hearts is not a game 

Don't be on a side of blame 

 

From the day I said I love you 

I handed over everything to nature 

For it to either separate or bind us 

I prayed to God to be with us 

7. With you 

 

I feel the magnificent pleasure  

And less pressure to leisure 

Our measure of care is rare 

Dare to truth of just mere 

Mere reality of what's between us 

 

As the journey seems floppy 

With predicaments and 

Irresolvable dimensions of direction 

Lingering around to tease me on  

How will I take care of Mkaladi? 

 

The beautiful nose and eyes 

Best on the planet so 

How will I maintain the character? 

Of respect and honest 

Majestic move and trust 

 

Like how will I survive the stress? 

From the guys to compete with 

To my deeds and behavior 

Will you with just persevere and care? 

With you I feel like tutor with summary of 

everything 
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8. Abandoned nail 

 

In brawny motion parades 

Down to where he guesses  

and see chances of rat races 

Interlaces with his plans 

 

All visibly fit to be used 

making the door wall strong  

as the fixation happened 

to badly, naturally sideline one long 

 

In its package returned to reservoir 

where rusting fails 

till the stranger got it’s candid 

to care for it, giving what it deserves 

 

9. Frustrated soul 

 

He tried to collect my pieces 

from countless deuces 

to my speechless 

guess all my visible scars pains 

inhibiting steps resembling next lesson 

seeking attention magnetizing happiness 

endly repelling my desires 

carrying next arrow of cupid 

from frustration and these wounds 

failing to heal from inside 

 

 
 

 

 

10. Unfulfilled doubts 

 

From doubts to dreams 

Dreams to reality  

Reality of the fair world 

World and change 

Change and failure 

Failure and insults 

Insults and low self esteem 

Buttered corrupted paths 

Poisoned fake world 

Inhibiting positive effect 

Full of regrets and doubts 

Doubts of unfulfilled dreams. 

 

11. Lies 

 

You vomited them 

spitting them in facts name 

Lame ones for shame 

you’re the one to blame 

 

You made me believe 

All this is truth  

yet you just painted it 

I hated it 

 

I broke my rules 

just for your lies 

I was stupid to believe  

Lies 
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12. For the race 

 

For the race and pace 

hence love endangering as 

Voices are unwritten 

to split unbeaten 

Steps of feelings 

for the race 

Unspoken 

Memories of the days 

Of life then 

Bring tears  

for the race 

flooding the present light 

With just a drop, a drop 

of darkness, from the epoch 

Lessons and expectation 

Jaded from bucolic 

For the race 

of past life 

holding it to jump the stream 

Jungle to fame  

 

 

13. Lost Alingofa 
 

On the back close to the window 

Right by my side sat a widow 

laughing to my last one-win down 

We talked of losses  

She blamed my careless nonsense 

How I allowed alingofavanishment 

Nobody is to blame 

whether it was stolen or lost in a game 

Recap of its beauty hallucinates my mind 

 

 

 

 

 

14. I Write a Poem 

Phyllis Hope Khonde 

I write a poem to tell you why I write 

the one that will make you remember 

Remember and not forget 

because at this moment I can’t breathe 

 

I write a poem that makes you fall for me 

a poem that will make you follow the heart  

a poem that will leave love with no sway 

the one that will make you love again 

 

I write a poem that will entertain the world. 

A poem that will fade someone's fear. 

The one that will inspire you to smile. 

 

 

I write a poem for my future husband and 

son,  

to describe the feelings, how love moves the 

earth. 

A poem that sounds so crazy 

but gives me strength to fight 

 

I write a poem that makes the whole world 

read. 

A sentimental of a heart from lover who left. 

The adventure of a man who travelled the 

lands and seas. 

The agony of a woman who lost her baby. 

 

I write a poem every day 

until my ink gets dried. 

Until the sun meets the horizon. 

'til there's no sentiments left in my mind. 

 

I write a poem 

because I find a reason to write a poem 

a poem to fill every crack 

Cracks that lead me to write a poem. 
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15. Today 

By promise Kwakwala 

Today I want to let you know 

that I love your scars 

don’t bother covering them up 

Let my eyes dance to the rhythm 

of their jubilation 

Today I want to let you know 

that your smiles are pages 

of an ageless book 

of soul soothing stories 

Authored by a deity 

Written in the language of roses 

Each page ends in a perfect suspense 

that leaves my heart on its knees 

begging for a page more 

 

16. Purpose 

By Humphrey Namakhula 

After years of darkness  

A man has to free from den of barbarians 

To shade skin of savagery 

And wear new face of illumination 

drinking water of enlightenment 

From achieves of episteme 

dancing to the music of his heart 

A journey taken by few courageous lead 

Reconciling nominal and phenomenon 

 A design that commence in the psyche 

Effecting heavenly end  

Repatriated to world of immortals a free 

man 

Phantoms Clapping hands for the job well 

done 

 memories are only remnants on the Earth 

A legacy that will last for millenniums 

 

17. Of course I'm fugitive 

 

Of course I'm fugitive 

Being born in a village wasn't a choice 

Trapping mice as the only option 

Lotion of the same soap for bathing 

Nothing to worry about anything 

 

Of course I'm fugitive 

walking barefooted to farms 

Just to uproot cassava leaves 

not in our farms but neighbor’s 

Smiling with hope for tomorrow 

 

Of course I'm fugitive 

Do you remember waking up at night for 

ngumbi? 

Rotating who to beg salt for a month 

eating once a day and twice on Christmas 

harvesting on already harvested land? 

 

Of course I'm fugitive 

I dream of better life 

if I celebrate achievements 

don’t call it brag! 

I'm coming from far 
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18. Homesapien under the bed 

 

If he is caught, then the drama is over 

Hovered around with doubts 

down in cage where his legs bent 

Burnt plans to escape and forget 

His heart palpitating strangely 

obviously if narrow escape fails 

Jail is waiting for him 

Hiding doesn't look like a solution 

Oh poor homosapien! 

Why didn't you figure it? 

You got trapped and pay for it 

don’t be silly again   

 

19. Fallen hero. 

 

One cried loudly 

"Why me oh Lord' 

He was disrespected, discriminated 

Unrecognized after sweating 

 

He spoke out slowly 

"Life favors corrupted ones" 

Distorted, boggled and conflicted 

all efforts went in vain 

 

Nobody cares 

How he truggled is untold 

Unfold to memories in centuries 

Forgotten in decades 

 

For the change to happen 

someone should take a burden 

again ready for torture,  

to be blocked in adventure 

20. This is depression 

 

Depression from the expression to attention 

Attention I gave to receive zero lesson 

lessons from mistakes of this world 

world has never been so cold 

to freeze my goals and dreams 

This is depression 

Impression from failure to succeed 

Succeed in our desires and dreams 

Dreams we saw and had in decades 

Decades of suffering and hope 

This is depression 

Depression arising from mistakes 

Mistakes of our crookedness and guess 

Guests of our own errors of carelessness 

A society of depressed people 

This is depression 

of poverty, art of being block  

Heartbreaks, effects of over trusting 

Laziness, remedy of dependants 

Prestige, useless display of shinning 
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21. Regret 

 

We laughed and hugged 

You cried and I shed tears 

You cared and I never met it 

We hanged and moved 

 

We dreamt and thought 

From that we never got hurt 

Yes, I got hurt too to hate 

What I hoped for got lost 

 

I have piece in me 

Resembling bag where love lies 

I kept peace for us as it 

Leaves slowly externally 

 

It blows with hope to reach you 

But doors are half closed 

Arose memories wasted 

Where carelessness let our love out 

 

 

 

 

 

 

22. Silence 

 

Staged quietness down here 

Engulfed by pity regrets 

Spiced by unbeaten sour memories 

Painted by loud blocked thoughts 

 

For the broken brick's stand 

Unspoken love in its habitat 

Gun pointed to be a statue 

Why didn't u express it then? 

 

Alingofa in your hand 

Smile on your face 

Uninstalled hope in your arms 

Silence between us 

 

23. Before 

 

I was good 

mentally before all these hypocrites 

 

I was calm 

with my ideas before these traitors 

 

I was soft hearted 

when I was a kid before these mediocre 
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24. Last Breath 

 

Did you see my last breath? 

Nobody was around to help me 

I never saw those who promised to be with 

me always 

I realized how fake the world is 

 

I couldn't talk to my grandchildren 

where is Monica? Where is Chimwemwe? 

I want to say my last words 

leave me alone to prepare my last breath 

 

Did you see my last breath? 

Doctors kept their fingers crossed 

they said my veins were invisible  

Nurses smiling at me,  

Couldn't they just prescribe addition life? 

 

My body wasn't moving 

I failed to raise my hand 

I was listening to my deep breaths,  

Tears no longer invisible in my eyes 

 

The world never treated me the way I 

wanted 

Injustice and corrupted minds killed me 

not a blame game but I learnt something 

Lesson I want my relatives to get 

 

Don't live a life to please people 

Not all will be there to watch your last 

breath 

Believe in God always 

He is a healer 

 

 

 

25. Through This Phone. 

 

Someone is ignored 

Misled by tricks 

Fed with blue ticks 

Blocked and deleted 

 

Through this phone 

I get good gossip 

Traps set by haters 

Betrayals by traitors 

 

Through this phone 

Fun stories erupts 

Words of hope engulfs 

my mind as it adapts 

 

Through this phone 

Love finds me 

filling my heart 

Accompanied by joy 
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Feedback to:- 

 Email   :kwakwalainnocent@gmail.com 

 Instagram : innocent_kwakwala 

 Twitter : @ikwakwala 

 Website : ikwakwala.wordpress.com  

 Facebook : Innocent Kwakwala 
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